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A message from Mr Hodgson
We have had another superb week of learning in school, which you will see from our Twitter account. The sun has
shone this week too, so we have taken the opportunity to take the children outside for some aspects of their
learning, as we feel that outdoor learning at any time is really beneficial to the children. This week, also, we have
commenced some more after school clubs which (obviously) are bubble specific. (I enjoyed supporting Mrs Kirton
with Year 6 cycling club!)

Curriculum
We continue to teach an ambitious a curriculum as possible in school. Here is a selection of Twitter posts this week.

Read for the Stars
We continue to promote a love of reading in school and particularly at home. Our latest children
to reach the sun and therefore receive a book, a certificate and a bookmark in our virtual assembly
are:- Thomas Meadley and Ella Wilkinson – well done both for reaching the sun a 2nd time!
Charlotte Hildreth, George Stephenson, Jacob McKnight, Lucca Collantine, Annabelle Spacey, Imogen Brown and
Zakk Vale – well done to these children for reaching the sun for the 1st time.
Remember, we ask that children read a minimum of 4 times a week in Early Years and Key Stage 1, and 5 times a
week in Key Stage 2 (up to the maximum of seven times a week).
Awards at Bader
We pride ourselves on the number of awards and rewards that have been set up in school, to reflect our Bader
values of Happiness, Aiming High, Determination, Excellence and Respect. We have:
 Gold, Silver and Bronze awards – earned when children have 100 / 200 / 300 Bader value points. These value
points are earned when our Bader values are demonstrated.
 Best of Bader – a weekly award celebrated in assembly given to one person in the class who have really stood
out in that week.
 Maths Star
Writer of the Week
Super Speller award
 Pen Licence
 Phone Call Friday
Head Teachers Award
Last week, the following children were the Best at Bader winners, as follows:
Ella Wilkinson – Aiming High
Nancy McGough – Excellence
Molly Cooper-Gers – Happiness
Georgia Watson – Aiming High
Tommy Wright – Aiming High
Logan Kean – Happiness
Charlotte Hildreth – Determination
Amelia Rollinson – Aiming High
Charley Bryan – Aiming High
Olivia Smith – Excellence & Happiness

Afiya Ahmed – Excellence
Lucca Collantine – Happiness
Jackson Charlton – Aiming High
Sirah Hussain – Excellence

Punctuality on gates – Please be on time!
Whilst we can be more flexible than the first lockdown with entering a ‘class bubble’, can I please reinforce that
there is only a 5 minute window for children missing the gate at their allocated time. After this time, they will still
be allowed entry to school but will be highlighted as a late arrival on the class register. If this becomes a regular
pattern, unfortunately this may result in the Attendance Office/Local Authority being involved. Thank you for
your support.
Twitter
We now have an amazing 2292 followers on Twitter. Don’t miss out! You can catch up on all the
exciting learning that has been captured on Twitter in the last week (@BaderPrimary) for postings of the
latest news and events going on in school. Please follow us on Twitter. Also, check out our school
website: http://www.bader.org.uk/
Dates for your diary
Summer Half term break – Monday 31st May – Friday 4th June
Summer holiday – Wednesday 21st July – Wednesday 1st September
COVID-19 REMINDER
Thank you for your support with wearing masks & social distancing at drop off & collection times.
We need to continue with this now, as whilst the infection rate is lowering & some normality is returning, we
want this to continue.

Have a lovely weekend, stay safe and well!
Mr Hodgson

